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Structural maintenance of chromosome proteins, or SMCs for short, are components of a variety of complexes that are central to the organization, utilization and segregation of chromosomes [1] . SMCs are unusually large proteins that fold on themselves to form long coiled coils with an ATPase head at one end. A dimerization motif at the other end allows the proteins to form SMC pairs, which in turn associate with additional structural and regulatory factors. The Smc1 and Smc3 dimer forms the core of the complex known as cohesin, which mediates sister-chromatid cohesion by directly binding sister chromatids together until the onset of anaphase. The Smc2 and Smc4 dimer forms the core of condensin, a protein complex that facilitates DNA chromosome condensation in preparation for mitotic segregation. An additional pair of proteins, Smc5 and Smc6, forms the core of a less well understood complex with important roles in several critical processes including DNA damage checkpoint response and repair. Figure 1a shows schematic representations of SMC complexes and their subunits.
Cohesin is the best studied of the SMC protein complexes. The head domains of the coiled-coil dimer are joined by a third conserved subunit known as a kleisin to form a large protein ring with the central void spanning 30-40 nm [2] . Cohesin binds DNA topologically by entrapping doublestranded DNA molecules within the ring [3] . An accumulating body of evidence supports the notion that cohesin mediates cohesion by embracing the DNA of both sister chromatids [4] .
Much less is known about condensin [5] . The complex appears to be rod-like rather than ring-shaped in electron micrographs [6] . It also possesses a mitotically stimulated, ATP-dependent supercoiling activity not found in cohesin [7] . Despite these differences, the conserved structure of the kleisin and SMC subunits suggests that there might be similarities in the way condensin and cohesin associate with DNA. A step toward addressing this possibility was made when cohesin was mapped at high resolution across the budding and fission yeast genomes [8, 9] . Massive amounts were found near the centromeres, where the complex counteracts the pulling forces of microtubules from opposite poles of the mitotic spindle. Cohesin was also found at discrete sites on chromosome arms in the intergenic regions between pairs of convergently transcribed genes. Now, a new study from the laboratory of Frank Uhlmann published in Genes and Development (D'Ambrosio et al. [10] ) reports the genome-wide addresses of yeast condensin at high resolution. This work uncovers striking similarities -and significant differences -in the way these two SMC complexes assemble on chromosomes.
C Co on nd de en ns si in n a an nd d c co oh he es si in n s sh ha ar re e a a c co om mm mo on n a as ss se em mb bl ly y p pa at th hw wa ay y As with cohesin, D'Ambrosio et al. find condensin located at discrete sites, with the number of sites increasing proportionally with chromosome size. However, besides finding condensin with cohesin at centromeres and the rDNA array, where both complexes are known to act [11, 12] , there was little overlap between the remaining sites on chromosomal arms. Instead, condensin sites correlated most closely with the mapped positions of Scc2, an essential component of the cohesin-loading complex, which also contains Scc4. Previous work had shown that cohesin first associates with these sites and then rapidly redistributes to its final destinations [8] . To determine whether Scc2/4 participates in condensin loading, D'Ambrosio et al. turned to conditional mutants of either Scc2 or Scc4. They found that inactivating either protein not only reduced the amount of bound condensin but also eliminated cytological benchmarks of yeast chromosome condensation. Thus, the authors conclude that Scc2/4 is both a cohesin-and a condensin-loading complex. That the chromosomal association of Smc5/6 also requires Scc2/4 suggests that all the SMC complexes associate with DNA via the same pathway [13] .
What does Scc2/4 do to achieve loading of SMC complexes? Previous work found that the ATPase activity of cohesin is essential for binding [14, 15] . There was speculation that Scc2/4 in conjunction with the Smc1/3 ATPases opened up cohesin to place DNA within the protein ring. Whether condensin and Smc5/6 also bind DNA topologically awaits experimental validation. However, given that all three complexes are assembled on DNA by the same evolutionarily conserved complex, it seems like a reasonable hypothesis.
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The new maps of condensin and Scc2/4 binding uncovered an additional relationship not appreciated in earlier studies of either complex [8, 16] . D'Ambrosio et al. [10] discovered that the shared condensin-and Scc2/4-binding sites correspond closely to genes transcribed by RNA polymerase III. This set of genes included the majority of the yeast tRNA genes, of which there are 274 distributed across the genome. Both complexes were even found at some sites known as ETCs, where the general transcription factor TFIIIC binds in the absence of all other RNA polymerase III machinery [17] . While some condensin bound to sites with little or no TFIIIC (centromeres, for example), these results point strongly toward a condensin-loading pathway centered on TFIIIC.
D'Ambrosio et al. [10] embarked on a series of experiments to determine whether TFIIIC causes, or just coincides with, condensin binding. First, they showed that introduction of a high-affinity TFIIIC recognition element, the B box, was sufficient to recruit both TFIIIC and condensin. Next they showed that deletion of an existing tRNA gene reduced the surrounding Scc2/4 and condensin. Finally, they demonstrated that inactivation of one of the TFIIIC subunits reduced the amount of Scc2/4 and condensin bound to chromosomes. Taken together, these data strongly support a model in which TFIIIC recruits Scc2/4, which in turn loads condensin onto chromosomes.
S SM MC C f fa am mi il ly y c ch ho oi ic ce es s: : t to o t ta ak ke e r ro oo ot t o or r l le ea av ve e t th he e n ne es st t Unlike cohesin, condensin remains at the Scc2/4 sites throughout the cell cycle, suggesting that the two SMC complexes differ in their mobility after loading. Topological linkage, it was reasoned, endows cohesin with the ability to sample many sites without ever leaving DNA. Thus, sites of loading need not coincide with sites of action. This is probably the case for the silenced HMR mating-type locus, where the requirement for a neighboring tRNA gene in cohesion can now be explained in terms of Scc2/4-mediated loading of cohesin at the gene followed by translocation of the complex to HMR [18] . Similarly, when cohesin accumulation was monitored at representative convergent gene pairs, the complex was found first at Scc2/4 sites, sometimes situated more than 10 kb away [8] . It appears, therefore, that cohesin translocation allows the loading and accumulation sites to be separated by substantial distances (Figure 1b) .
Why does condensin not translocate after Scc2/4 loading? A simple explanation might be that the complex does not assemble with DNA trapped inside a topological embrace. Alternatively, the complex binds topologically but remains fixed to serve a dedicated function at loading sites. A more fanciful explanation for the apparent persistence of condensin at loading sites is that the complex is actually quite mobile, but translocates while maintaining contact with the original loading site. If the migrating complex were only to stop when encountering another loading site (or fall off in between) then it would appear as if condensin complexes were only at loading sites. In this way, condensin could bring together distant sites into clusters. Indeed, TFIIIC-bound elements in fission yeast form clusters at the nucleolus and nuclear periphery [19] .
Budding yeast tRNA genes cluster at the nucleolus, too [20] .
In the same issue of Genes and Development, a team led by David Engelke reported that clustering of the budding yeast tRNA genes, and the attendant silencing of adjacent RNA polymerase II reporter constructs, requires functional condensin genes (Haeusler et al. [21] ). These findings suggest that condensin, either through the ability to oligomerize or the ability of single complexes to bind multiple sites, brings together the dispersed tRNA genes (Figure 1b) . Accordingly, condensin might be retained at TFIIIC sites to serve as a structural element in the three-dimensional folding of chromosomes. This level of organization persists throughout the cell cycle, and conceivably may precede additional levels of packaging at mitosis.
The results of D'Ambrosio et al. [10] raise intriguing questions as to how and why condensin stays in touch with its loading sites, while cohesin moves away. The explanation is likely to relate to the specialized functions of the different SMC complexes, and the need to distinguish between intrachromatid and inter-chromatid contacts when implementing cohesion and condensation for the accurate segregation of chromosomes at mitosis.
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